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Black and white formal dress code
Is black a color? Is white a color? The answer to these two questions is: it all depends on your perspective. Ask a scientist or physicist, and they will give you a completely different answer than an artist, a chemist, or even a child with a box of crayons. No one is completely right or wrong, because how we
define the word colour is completely subjective. Like many words in the English language, it has more than one meaning, and it all depends on the context. Talk about a colourful debate! Just as our taste buds interpret molecules as different flavors for our brains, our eyes can translate different parts of
the light spectrum into the colors we see. Red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet are the colors in a pure rainbow or spectrum of light. What we call color is simply the reflection of different parts of the light spectrum that we perceive through our optic nerves, translated for our brains. nu_andrei /
Getty Images Artists and chemists believe that black is the presence of color and white is the absence of color because they see colors in terms of pigment. Think about it -- you can mix colors to create black, but you can't mix colors to create white. The only way to make something white is to bleach or
remove the color. Therefore, black is a color, and white is not. A blank white canvas, a blank white sheet of paper, a blank white word processing document – none of this represents anything. Empty space. RoBeDeRo / Getty Images Scientists and physicists, on the other hand, believe exactly the
opposite. You think of color in terms of wavelengths on the light spectrum. Black is the absence of light -- it actually absorbs light wavelengths and is therefore not a color because it is the absence of a color. White, on the other hand, means the presence of all colors on the visible light spectrum. Because
it is a mixture of all wavelengths of light, some argue that white is not a true color either. ThomasVogel / Getty ImagesAlthough no one can agree on whether black and white are colours or not, what happens when you mix both? Does grey count as a standalone color? The answer is yes, for the most
part. Gray is considered an intermediate color between black and white. But it is an achromatic color, which means that it is a color without color because it actually does not reflect any color wavelengths, such as blue, red or green. The human eye is only able to distinguish between about 30 shades of
grey. jcarroll-images / Getty Images According to color psychology, black symbolizes seriousness, aggression, authority, rebellion, evil, death, authority, strength, mystery, fear and It also symbolizes wealth, sophistication and elegance. Tuxedos are black, and stereotypically every woman wants a little
black dress in her wardrobe. Black-tie events are the most formal. A black black in martial arts is the highest, most prestigious rank. Black is also a threatening color. A blacklist is a list of things to avoid, the black market is the illegal trade in goods, and to blackmail someone in order to get something by
threat. Dark black is the symbol of mourning in the Western world. In the financial world, the black numbers mean that a company benefits from it and is doing well. TARIK KIZILKAYA / Getty Images According to color psychology, white is the color of light, goodness, sky, security, brilliance,
enlightenment, understanding, faith, beginnings, spirituality, possibility, humility, sincerity, protection and softness. Angels are depicted with white wings in white robes. White pigeons are the symbol of peace. A white flag is a symbol of surrender. A whitelist is a list of items that are good or acceptable. A
white knight is a noble hero. In the Western world, brides and girls are traditionally dressed in white from head to mouth during their First Communion, because they are associated with perfection, purity, virginity, and innocence. Pure white is also more easily contaminated than any other color, so it is
strongly associated with sterility and cleanliness. digitalgenetics / Getty ImagesVery few people wonder why text is almost always black with white in the background. Think of every book you've read, every paper you've written on, and every magazine article, online or offline. The reason the practice is so
common is that the contrast from black to white has been proven time and again to read the easiest way from any color scheme. In fact, the Gutenberg Bible, which was the first book ever printed, was printed with black writing on white paper, which has been the standard for printing ever since. You may
remember that the first computers almost always had a green type on a black background. But when it was discovered that the reading accuracy jumped by 26% with traditional black on white, the switch was made as soon as it was technologically possible. Eerik / Getty Images The flattest, mattest,
blackest blackever ever seen with the naked human eye on Earth was grounded in 2014 by a nanotech company in England -- they called it Vantablack. Vantablack captures up to 99.96% of visible light, making each surface look like an void. Much to the public's dismay, the company has licensed the
exclusive use of Vantablack to an artist named Anisk Kapoor. Everyone else is forbidden to use it. Needless to say, many people are dissatisfied with Kapoor's refusal to share his black, and now there is a feverish movement to develop an even blacker black that can be used in all. jeffbergen / Getty
Images Scientists claim that the cyphochilus beetle, a common pest in Asia, has scales that are the whitest white found in nature. Inspired by this little beetle, researchers have created a super-thin, ultra-white, non-toxic, edible edible 20 times whiter than paper, which can potentially be used in tooth
whitening, cosmetics, paints and the pharmaceutical industry in the future. That sounds very white to us! tcy26 / Getty Images While it is impossible to combine colors to make white because white by definition is the lack of pigmentation, you can simply make black color at home simply by mixing a
combination of colors. While you will never be able to reach the pure black, you will find in-store purchased color tubes, you can create a bespoke off-black color that actually has much more character. All you need is a mixture of equal amounts of yellow, red and blue color. After mixing a blackish hue

from this combination, you can adjust the hue to your liking. Add a bit more blue for a midnight black, add a bit more red for a warmer black, and so on and so forth. The possibilities are endless. Have fun with it! valentinrussanov / Getty Images If you imagine minimalist fashion, the chances are good, you
imagine a wardrobe with monochrome shades, possibly thrown with some nude shades, if the individual is a little more experimental. But you may not know that minimalist fashion isn't limited to black, white, and gray – a minimalist closet can contain all the colors you like, or even a rainbow of shades if
you wish! Minimalism is a lifestyle movement that can affect all areas of a person's life if they wish. It's a mindset to take back all the rubbish and debris in your life and live with the belongings you love or find useful. Instead of being surrounded by disorder that could negatively affect your stress level,
clarity of mind or emotional well-being, minimalism helps people clarify everything that stands in your way to live your best life. Instead of spending your precious time cleaning your vast selection of things, you could do exactly what you love. If you're hanging on to nostalgic relics that harbor distant
memories (good or bad), you might get stuck in the past and not be able to continue with your life. Or you define yourself by the things around you, hoping that they will paint a picture of your personality, if it may be more beneficial to work on a particular trait or part of your character that you want to
improve or help grow. Fashion is just a stream that flows into the wider ocean, which is minimalism. You may have seen people on Instagram wearing minimalist clothes which is mostly black, white and grey; It seems that these three shades form the main color palette of the average minimalist wardrobe.
Whether people wear these special shades because they think it's trendy or they actually like to wear is beside the point – working with a limited range can make your life easier. When it comes to creating outfits, a monochrome color palette makes color palette simply because literally everything you own
works together. You don't have to worry about complementary or contrasting colors and colliding patterns with a typical minimalist wardrobe and it's a great way to get the most out of every garment you own. However, this does not mean that you must have a completely colourless wardrobe to be a
minimalist. YouTuber Rachel Aust – who makes videos that deal mainly with lifestyle, health and minimalism – discusses in her video how to curate your own fashion color palette, how to create your personal style. Aust says: I would suggest one or two main colors, two to three secondary colors and up to
three accessory or accent colors. Aust's main colors are black and white, their usual secondary color is gray, and their accent color is gold. But your own palette could be full of colors – Aust's helpful method can carry up to eight shades, although for simplicity and versatility, you might want to work with
less with other pieces. Minimalist lifestyle blogger and vegan food vlogger Jenny Mustard explains the importance of a simple color scheme in her video How To Dress Like A Minimalist. Mustard says: It goes without saying – pieces in the same color scheme are easier to find together. In this way, we
create a wardrobe that is more versatile, with fewer pieces. The classic minimalist way to go is natural, within the gray, white, black area, but whatever you like will look amazing. If you're more in warmer colours, try the beige, burgundy, maroon family. Or maybe you like a special color – try the forest
green, denim and navy style. Joshua Fields Millburn and Ryan Nicodemus, also known as The Minimalists, explain that minimalism is unique to the individual: there are many flavors of minimalism: the minimalist lifestyle of a 20-year-old single is different from the minimalist lifestyle of a 45-year-old
mother. Even if everyone accepts minimalism differently, each path leads to the same place: a life with more time, more money and more freedom to lead a more meaningful life. Fields Millburn talks about a minimalist's favorite clothes: Simply, a minimalist wears his favorite clothes every day. A life filled
with much more of the important stuff and always wear your favorite clothes (no matter their color) every day? Sounds like a pretty good way to live! Images: Alexa Mazzarello (1), Brooke Cagle (1) /Unsplash; KoalaParkLaundromat (1) /Pixabay /Pixabay
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